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Abst rac t - -Th is  paper discusses preconditioned Krylov subspace methods for solving large scale 
linear systems that originate from oil reservoir numerical simulations. Two types of preconditioners, 
one being based on an incomplete LU decomposition a d the other being based on iterative algo- 
rithms, are used together in a combination strategy in order to achieve an adaptive and efficient 
preconditioner. Numerical tests how that different Krylov subspace methods combining with appro- 
priate preconditioners are able to achieve optimal performance. © 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All 
rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Kry lov  subspace methods, Black oil model, Large scale linear system, Preconditioner, 
Effective linear solver. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many preconditioned Krylov subspace methods [1] which have been proposed for the solution of 
large scale linear systems, theoretical analyses, and nunlerical experiments may be found in the 
literature. In this paper, we consider a specific type of linear system originating from the black 
oil nlodel in oil reservoir simulation. There exist some Krylov subspace algorithms and precon- 
ditioning techniques for the black oil model as have appeared in the literature such as magazines 
of the Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE). However, comparison between different algorithms 
with different choices of preconditioners have not been presented in a systematic way for the 
present industrial problems. The emphasis of this paper is on the numerical experimentation a d 
comparison of some Krylov subspace algorithms using different preeonditioners. 
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Krylov subspace nmthods are often being used for solving large scale linear systems. These 
methods are essentially based on orthogonalisation. Early versions were initially developed by a 
number of authors including Lanczos [2]. The motivation behind the Lanczos method came from 
eigenvalue problems, and the method was based on two mutually orthogonal vector sequences. 
Such an approach was later applied to solve symmetric linear systems. An independent discovery 
of the same method was given by Hestenes and Stiefel [3], in which the conjugate gradient (CG) 
method for solving linear systems was proposed and presented as a direct method. The two-term 
recurrences in the Hestenes/Stiefel method may be combined to eliminate the search directions, 
which gives the Lanczos method as discussed in Arnold's paper [4]. On tile other hand, the 
Arnoldi algorithm may be applied to nonsymmetric systems. Methods developed as such have 
not received much attention in solving systems of linear equations until [5]. In later years, various 
methods based on orthogonal properties for nonsymmetric systems occur. Some characterisation 
work, including [6-8], and some good review work, including [1,9,10], provides a good insight into 
techniques that are based on the projection process onto a Krylov subspace. 
Three typical types of Krylov subspace methods are described below. A lineal' system Ax = f 
satisfies the condition 
f - Ax  ('~) ± f~m, 
where £m is a subspace of dimension rn and has a projection method which generates approximate 
solutions x (*~) in the afi:ine shifted Krylov subspace 
z( °, 4 -1Cm(A, r ( ° , )  =x  (°, + span {r(°) At(°) . . . .  , Am-l? "(0) } 
of dimension m where r (°) = f - Ax  (°) and x (°) is an initial approximation. There are three 
primary choices of the subspace L;,~, each of which generates a different class of Krylov subspace 
projection methods. 
First, 
L;~ =/Cm (A, r(°)) , 
which leads to many popular methods uch as CG, Lanczos method, and FOM [1]. Second, 
£,~=AlC~(A, r ( ° ) ) ,  
which leads to methods like GMRES and Orthomin. Third, 
Z;~ = K~ (AT,r(°)) , 
which leads to several bi-orthogonal algorithms uch as BiCG, BiCGSTAB, CGS, QMR, GPBi- 
CG, BiCGSTAB(elt), and ML(k)BiCGSTAB. In particular, the CG, which belongs to the first 
type, is the oldest known Krylov subspace method and is suitable for symmetric positive definite 
systems, and requires us to minimize the A-norm of the error, lie (~+1) [[A = (e (re+l/, Ae("~+l)) 1/2, 
where e (*'~+I) = A- I f  - z  ("~+1) is the error. The nmthod requires generating vector sequences of 
approximation {x (m) }, the corresponding residual {r ('~) }, and search directions {p('~)} to be used 
in the update of iterative approximations and residuals. An implementation of the algorithm is 
listed below for references within this article. 
Algorithm:- CG 
Input x(°); r (°) := f - Am (°), p(O) := r(0), rn := 0; 
For m = 1,2, . . .  
Compute Ap (m- 1 ); 
og := @(m- l ) ,  r(m-1)}/(p(m-1), Ap(m-1)} ;  
X (m) := X(m- l )  nt_ ozp(m-1); 
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r (m) := r (m-l) _ trAp(m-i) ;  
/3 := (r(rn),l'(m)}/('r(m-1),'r'(m-1)}; 
p(m) := r(m) -b /3p(m-1); 
End-For; 
End-Algorithm 
The convergence rate of Krylov subspace methods depends mainly on the distribution of eigen- 
values of the nmtrices. If these eigenvalues are clustered (e.g., around 1), the L2-norm of residual 
vector r ('~) from any of the above Krylov subspace methods may converge to zero in a fast and 
steady fashion. One method to produce clustered eigenvalues i to use good preconditioners. 
For a given preconditioner, different implementations lead to the same set of eigenvalues 
of the preconditioned matrix. However, convergence behaviours may be different for different 
implementations--the reason being that these implementations have different sets of eigenvec- 
tors or, more specifically, different implementations give different components of the initial resid- 
ual (r (°)) along the corresponding eigenvector direction. The idea is easily demonstrated here. 
Suppose B is a preconditioner; the left preconditioning results in the equation 
BAx = B f ,  (1) 
while the right preconditioning results in the equation 
ABB- lx  = f ,  (2) 
and solutions to these equations are required. Assuming that the GMRES method is being used, 
equation (1) requires the minimisation of the preconditioned residual B( f  -Ax( '~) ) ,  while (2) 
requires the minimisation of the original residual f - Ax  (m). The two minimisation strategies 
result in very different convergence behaviour. First, the initial search direction vectors of the 
two minimisation strategies are B( f -  Ax  (°)) and f -  Ax  (°), respectively. The corresponding two 
spanned Krylov subspaces are 
Br  (°) , B ABr  (°), ( B A )2 Br  (°) . . . .  , ( B A ) .... 1Br(°) 
and 
r(O), Ar(O), A2r(0),.. . ,  A~-  1T(0). 
Each solution lies in the Krylov subspace that is calculated by using an orthogonal basis of 
the subspace. Hence, different Krylov subspaces alter the convergence rates. Second, the left 
preconditioning allows the construction of an orthogonal basis for the above left preconditioned 
Krylov subspace; all residual vectors and their norms correspond to the preconditioned residuals 
B( f  - Ax(m)) ,  while the original residuals f - Ax  (m) are not easy to obtain unless they are 
computed explicitly. This may lead to some difficulties if the stopping criterion is desired to check 
the actual residuals rather than those preconditioned ones. However, the right preconditioning 
can easily allow the construction of an orthogonal basis based on the actual residuals, and the 
stopping criterion can easily be checked by means of the actual residuals. An implementation of
the preconditioned CG algorithm is listed below for references within this article. 
Algorithm:- Preconditioned CG 
Input x(°); r (°) := f - Ax(°); 
Solve My (°) = r(°); p(0) := v(0); m := 0; 
For m = 1,2, . . .  
Compute Ap (m- 1 ); 
Ct :=- (r(rn-1),v(rn-1)) / (p(m-1),Ap(m-1)};  
X (m) :--- X(m--1) 47 o~p(m--1); 
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r(m) :=  r (m- l )  _ aAp(m-1);  
Solve Mv ("~) = r("~); 
/3 : :  (r (rn),v(m)}/{7 "(m-1),v(m-1)}; 
p(,,) := v(m) + tip(m-l); 
End-For; 
End-Algorithm 
The org~mization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, an overview is given of the linear 
system arised from the black oil model in oil reservoir simulation. In Section 3, a discussion 
is given of the algorithms and the preconditioners for solving the linear system. In Section 4, 
comparison of different algorithms and different preconditioners are included. Some concluding 
remarks are given in Section 5. 
2. THE BLACK OIL MODEL 
The black oil model is an important mathematical model used in oil reservoir numerical simula- 
tion. In this model, there are three distinct phases, namely, oil, water, and gas. Fluids of different 
phases are usually considered to be at constant emperature and in thermodynamic equilibrimn 
throughout the entire reservoir in consideration. In order to construct sets of simultaneous partial 
differential equations for flow in reservoirs, Darcy's law is adopted to provide a relationship [11] 
between the pressure gradient VPl and its flow rate gJl, where l o, g, and w denote oil, gas, 
and water, respectively, for multiphase flow in oil reservoir simulation, 
U~ = - kk~--Z~ (VP  z - ~W) .  
Considering mass conservation law being applied to the domain of interest with grid cells for oil, 
water, and gas phase, leads to the following set of coupled time-dependent partial differential 
equations 
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Here Ki is the transmissibility for phase l, k is the absolute permeability tensor of the porous 
media (to be determined experimentally), k~l is the relative permeability for phase l, /~ is the 
viscosity of phase l, Sl is the saturation of phase l, and Ql is the well flow term for phase l 
(or the mass accumulation per unit time). It should be noted that the saturation of different 
phases satisfies the relation ~ l  St = 1. More details of the variables and their physical properties 
can be found in many literatures and related references, e.g., [11]. The model is being used 
in the commercial reservoir simulation software packages uch as Simbest-II [12], VIP [13], and 
ECLIPSE [14]. The model represents mathematically a class of important industrial problems 
rather than simply being an idealised model for benchmark tests and uses realistic saturation 
coefficients, permeability, and transmissibility which are in-situ field data collected over a long 
period of time. 
Using an implicit scheme along the temporal axis, the partial differential equations (3) become 
a system of nonlinear equations at each time step. Newton's method is one of the most popular 
choices for the linearisation of nonlinear systems, arising from the implicit discretization of the 
black oil model at each time step, which leads to the 3 x 3 block linear system 
Ax = f 
or 
A21 A22 A2a x,) = f,) , (4) 
Aal A32 A33 x3 .f3 
where A is the coefficient matrix, f is the vector representing the right-hand side, and x is the 
vector of unknowns. Here All is the coefficient subnmtrix obtained from pressure quation in oil 
phase, A,)2 is obtained from the saturation equation in water phase, and A33 is obtained from the 
saturation equation in oil (or gas) phase. The matrices Aij are heptadiagonal matrices, xl, x2, 
and at3 are the oil phase pressure (Po.ijk), the water saturation (S~.~ik), and the oil (or gas) 
saturation (Sx,~dk), respectively. Here (i jk = 1, 2 , . . . ,  N~), N~ is the number of grid cells in the 
oil field simulation domain. 
3. L INEAR SOLVERS FOR OIL RESERVOIR  S IMULAT ION 
Each Newton iteration leads to a nonsymmetric linear system as represented by (4), and it 
is usually a large system. Parallel or distributed processing is required to solve such large scale 
problems in order to reduce computational time. In doing so, the linear system is split across a 
number of processors depending on the speed of the CPU, tile memory size of a computer, or, 
sometimes, the preference of the user. The partition of the problem is based on the size of grid, 
IV~ = N.~NyN~ where Nx, Ny, and Nz are the number of grid points along x-, y-, and z-axis, 
respectively. For sinrplicity, the partitioning of grid cells is only performed along the x- and y-axis 
leaving grid cells along the z-axis to remain intact. 
Several Krylov subspace methods with combined preconditioners were adopted to solve the 
split linear system. The goal of this paper is to examine and compare parallel solvers that can be 
used to deal with three-dimensional partitioned grids and, at the same time, provide a scalable 
and portable code across a broad range of PC clusters and workstations using either shared or 
distributed memory architectures. For this purpose, the preconditioned parallel inear solvers use 
both domain decomposition and data parallelisation techniques [15]. 
To implement iterative schemes on a grid which is partitioned into a number of subgrids in a 
domain decomposition context, the data close to the partition boundaries of each subgrid and 
local to a processor needs to be exchanged across its neighbouring processors. Each processor 
contains a subgrid surrounded by a number of duplicated grid points that are the duplication 
of grid points contained in the neighbouring processors, hrterprocessor communications use a 
standard communication massage passing interface library (MPI), which is system independent. 
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The oil field wellpores are provided to the authors in terms of index and coefficient arrays 
which are stored globally across the processors. A processor locally implements those well arrays 
that only exist in the subgrid system. The corresponding arrays of fault links, crossflow, radial 
closure, and local grid refinement (LGR) are processed in a similar way as the well arrays. 
The parallel inear solvers that the authors used in this paper allow users to nominate one of the 
following Krylov subspace methods: Orthomin [16], GMRES [81, BiCGSTAB [17,18], and GPBi- 
CG [19]. Each of these Krylov subspace methods is equipped with a combined preconditioning 
strategy. 
Orthomin is a popular algorithm used in commercial oil reservoir simulation software as a 
linear solver for nonsymmetric linear systems. The direction vectors, p('~), of the update 
m--  i 
x (m) = x (0) + ~ (~kP (k) 
k=0 
in Orthomin is A-orthogonal; i.e., the algorithm constructs its residual vector r (m) in such a way 
that the orthogonatity condition 
(r(m),Ap(k)) =0, k=0,1 , . . . ,m- - l ,  
is satisfied. Minimisation of the residual in AICm(A,r (°)) requires the residual updates in the 
form r (~) = r (m-l) - c~,~_iAp (m-l) where C~m-1 can be easily shown to be Ir ('~-1), Ap(~-l)}/ 
(Ap ('~-1), Ap(m-t)). To satisfy the above orthogonality condition, the projection of r (m) in the 
direction of Ar ('~) is subtracted, but the orthogonality with Ap ('~-1) is kept. Therefore, an 
implementation of Orthomin can be listed in the algorithm below. 
Algorithm:- Orthomin 
Input x(°); r (°) := f - Ax (°), p(0) := r(0), m := 0; 
Form=l ,2 , . . .  
Compute Ap (m- 1); 
O~ :~-~- ( / , (m- i ) ,  Ap(m-1)>/<Ap(m-1), Ap(m-1)>; 
X(rn) :=  .~.(rn--1) + c tp (m-1) ;  
r(m) := r (m-l) _ c~Ap(m-1); 
it := - (Ar  (m), Ap(m-1)}/<Ap(m-1), AP(m-1)}; 
p(m) := r(,~) +/3p(~,~-1); 
End-For; 
End-Algor i thm 
The direction vectors p('~) in GMRES is also known to be A-orthogonal, but GMRES constructs 
its residual vector r ('~) in such a way that the L2-norm [[r ('~)ll2 is minimised. The approximate 
solution is updated in the form x (~) = x (°) + Q,,~y~ where Ym minimizes the function J (y )  = 
119< - Hm~l l : ,  i.e., 
Ym = min /3e l - / t~y  2" yC~'" 
Here Q~ is the n x m matrix with column Vectors p l , . . . ,  Pm and/~,~ is the 0n+l )  × m Hessenberg 
matr ix with nonzero entries h~,j as defined in the algorithm shown below, ~ := IIr(°)ll2, and 
ez = (1 0 --- 0) T. Minimisation of the residual in A]Cm(A,r (°)) requires the solution of the 
above least squares problem. Therefore, an implementation of GMRES can be written as the 
algorithm below. 
Algorithm:- GMRES 
Input x (°), r (°) := .f - Ax(°), /3 := Ilr(°)ll2, pl := r(°)//~, ~)f:= 0; 
For m = 1 ,2 , . . .  
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hi,m := (Apm,pi), i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,m 
m h /)rn+l := Apm - E i=I  i ,mP i  
hm+~ .... := II/)m+~ll~ 
Pm+l :=/ )m+l /hm+l ,m 
Ym := least-squares solution to / t .~y ~ Gel 
x (m) := x (°) + QmYm; 
r (m) := Qra+l (/3e1 - tImYm); 
End-For; 
End-Algorithm 
This algorithm utilizes a modified Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation method based on the 
Arnoldi algorithm to construct an orthogonal, basis. For details of this orthogonalisation pro- 
cess and the minimisation process, readers are referred to [20]. 
Note that the convergence of GMRES is strictly monotonic in most c~es; the implementation 
is robust and attractive to reservoir simulation applications. In fact, many current commercial 
reservoir simulators use GMRES to solve the resulting large-scale linear systems. Apparently, the 
GM1RES method requires an increasing amount of work and storage per iteration, particularly 
for commercial reservoir simulations involving nonsymmetric linear systems. As a result, the 
industry is constantly looking at alternatives for very large simulations. On the other hand, it 
isipossible to use GMRES(m) algorithm, which involves a restart of GMRES method every m 
steps. The initial guess at each GMRES restart is the latest iterative approximation of the last 
restart. The restarted GMRES would provide a faster convergence rate and save nmch memory 
cost as confirmed by the numerical tests shown in Section 4. 
BiCG-type algorithm attempts to construct a suitable set of basis vectors in a Krylov subspace 
by means of the three-term recurrence relation 
O~j+l?'(J+l) = At(J) _ t3jr(J) -- 7j?-(J+l). 
In the symmetric ase, it is easy to determine these coefficients o that the basis vectors are 
orthogonal. However, it is not possible to do so in the nonsymmetric case. In a Lanczos bi- 
orthogonalisation process, it is possible to recursively generate the b~is vector {r (°), r(1), . . . ,  
r ( j - l )} in the Krylov subspace }Cj (A, r (°)). Let r(J) result fl'om the above three-term recurrence 
and satisfy the following relation: 
r (j) J_ KTj (AT,~(°)) . 
Here ÷(0) is an arbitrary vector. Similarly, let f(d) satisfy a similar relation as that for r (j). 
Therefore, it leads to two sets of vectors, namely {f(J)} and {r(d)}, which satisfy the following 
relation: 
( r  (i), ÷(J)} = 0, for any /  j. 
In other words, they satisfy a bi-orthogonality relation. The bi-conjugate gradients (BiCG) 
algorithm may thus be derived from the Lanczos bi-orthogonalisation process. An implementation 
of BiCG can be realised as follows, 
Algorithm:- BiCG 
Input x(°); r (°) := f - Ax (°), p(O) := r(0), 
/)(o) := ~(o) where (r(°),r ~(°)) ¢ 0, rn := 0; 
For m = 1,2, . . .  
Compute Ap (m- 1 ) ; Compute ATI) (~- 1); 
(t := (r(m-1),~(rn-1)}/(Ap( . . . .  1),/)(m-1)}; 
X(rn) : :  2;(m-l) -1- O~p(rn-1); 
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r(m) := r (m-l) _ trAp(m-I); 
:~_ (r(m--1), ~ (m--1)}//(p(m-1), AXe(  .... 1)}; 
fi(rn) :=  ?~ (m-- l )  __ C~(tn- -1) ;  
9 := <(.~),~(m))/(¢.~-,),~(~-~)); 
p(m) := r(m) + tip(m-l); 
~(rn)  : :  /~(rn) __ f l~(rn--1) ;  
End-For; 
End-Algorithm 
Experience shows that the convergence history of the BiCG algorithm tends to be oscillatory. 
One way to smooth the oscillation is to use the BiCGSTAB algorithm, which is known as a smooth 
variant of the BiCG algorithm [17]. Another way to generate smooth convergence history is to 
use the GPBi-CG algorithm [19], which uses a generalized product-type method based on BiCG 
algorithm. Both algorithms avoid using the transpose of A in the BiCG procedure and gain f~ter  
and smoother convergence without incre~ing the computational cost. Both algorithms construct 
nonoptimal approximations in the same Krylov subspace as GMRES, but require less calculation 
efforts per iteration step compared with GMRES. Although the algorithms are not converging 
monotonically, their convergence rates are often faster than that of GMRES for cases of hard 
converging problems. 
Theoretical and numerical tests to show the convergence behaviours of various Krylov subspace 
methods without using preconditioners can be found in the literature, e.g., [21]. In general, each 
algorithm has its advantages and disadvantages when applying to different problems depending 
on the properties of the coefficient matrix. 
Preconditioning is essential to efficiently solve a linear system, especially for a nonsymmetric 
coefficient matrix such as the one in (4). A parallel preconditioner should be computed easily 
and be chosen in a way to suit parallel computation [22]. In the linear solver of the oil reservoir 
simulator (parallel Simbest-II), the additive Schwarz preconditioning, iterative algorithm pre- 
conditioning, and ILU preconditioning are combined together in order to achieve adaptive and 
efficient parallel preeonditioners for each problem. 
Let A,,x~ be nonsingular, P,,x.~ be a projection operator, and pTAp is invertible. (Here, 
coefficient matrix A is considered to be an n x n block, e.g., for equation (4), 'n = 3. P is 
considered to be a n x m block matrix, m <_ n.) It is possible to construct T2 as 
T2 = P (PT AP)--5 pm 
and is straightforward to show the equality, 
pTA~ = pT.  
Suppose T1 is an approximation of A-S; one possible combined preconditioner following the idea 
in [12] may be defined as 
B = T~ + T,2 (I - AT~), 
and it leads to a second equality, 
pTAB = pr .  
Tile above two equalities essentially point out the fact that AT2 = AB = I. It is possible to 
use the above two equalities and mathematical induction in order to examine the effect of the 
combined preeonditioner. The main result is summarised in the proposition below. 
PROPOSITION. Let B, T1, and T2 be defined as above. Suppose a given matrix P satisfies 
pTr (° )  = 0, (5) 
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and the combined preconditioner B generates the residual vector sequence {r (r~) }, n = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  
and satisfies 
r(n+l) = ~-~ ~ir(O + ~[3 iABr(* ) ,  (6) 
i=0 i=0 
where c~i and ~., are constants; then it can be proved that r (~:) is constrained by 
pTr(k) = O, Vk > 1, 
on the Kwlov  subspace. 
The proposition suggests that the combined preconditioner has the residual r (k) being con- 
strained, and its effect is to enforce orthogonality of P and r (~), and as a result the norm of 
the residual vector may be decreased monotonically. Similar properties were demonstrated by 
Aziz [111 and Walls [2a]. Knowledge of P, (P rAP) - I ,  and TI are needed in order to construct 
the preconditioner B. 
First,  the projection operator P may be chosen as 
P = Q , (7) 
Q 
where QX = (1, 1 , . . . ,  1)Ng. There are other projection operators, which result to different 
preconditioners and require different linear solvers. 
Second, the inverse matrix of PTAP may be computed by means of either a direct method 
or an iterative method. A standard direct method is LU decomposition which solves a linear 
system Ax = f by factorizing A into the form LU, where L is lower triangular, and U is 
upper triangular. Therefore, solution of Ax = f reduces to a forward substitution and follows 
with a backward substitution. However, for discretised black oil model, it is not practical to 
compute and store these factors. An approximate factorisation (ILU) can be considered, say, 
A ~ LU [24]. Therefore, the product LU can be used as a preconditioner in a Krylov subspace 
method for nonsymmetric problems. In this paper, the direct method is related to incomplete LU 
decomposit ion (ILU) and the iterative method is related to GMRES with ILU preconditioner. 
Comparisons of the two methods are given in Section 4. 
Third, the construction of the preconditioner TI is based on ASP, which has its name rooted 
from alternating Schwarz method. For simplicity, the concept is briefly introduced here for the 
computational  grid domain fl which is split into two overlapped parts ~ and f~2, such that 
f~x A ~2 ¢ ~ and f~l U fi2 = ~. Suppose the discretised black oil model in (4) has its field 
variables and the right-hand side vector being partit ioned accordingly to z = (x[l], x[19], x[21) x 
and f =( f [ l ] ,  f[~,)], f[2]) with the subscripts in [.] denoting the respective subdonmins f~ \ gt2, 
-Q1 C~ f~2, and fb) \ f~l. The rearranged system using the same notation Ax = f takes the form 
a21 a22 a23 2"[121 | f[12] • 
0 a32 a337 xD] \ f[2] 
Suppose R,~ is a restriction operator which takes a vector defined on f~ and restricts it to ~, 
and R[  is an extension operator which takes a vector defined on ~ and extends it with zeros to 
the rest of ft. The rearranged set of linear equations may be written in the block Jacobi iteration 
forn-I 
= A{1}x~ k- l )  + R1 f - Ax (k-l) A{2}x 2 : ={2}3,2  ~- R2 f - A:r (a:-l) , (k) A{1}Xl 
where 
A{1}-: \a21 a22 ' A{2} : \a32 a33 ' 
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and 
) X[l] x{2} , 
X{1} ~- \X [  121 , \ X[ 2] 
and that using the block matr ix notation as in (4) for s = 1, 2, 
A{~} = I As,21 A~,22 As,23 , X{s} = ~ x{s},2 • 
\As ,a l  As,a2 As,33 \X{ss},3 
Here As,l l  is the coefficient submatr ix obtained from pressure equation in oil phase, A,,22 is 
obtained from the saturat ion equation in water phase, and A,,3a is obtained from the saturation 
equation in oil (or gas) phase. The matrices As#j are heptadiagonal matrices, x{~},l, x{,},2, 
and x{s},a are the oil phase pressure, the water saturation, and the oil (or gas) saturation, 
respectively, in subdomain f~s. The block Jacobi iteration can be easily shown to give the 
algebraic form 
= + R A7 # 
Therefore, the block Jacobi iteration is equivalent o applying the preconditioner T -1 R1 A{ }R1 + 
R~AT2 R2 to A. The idea can be easily extended to p subdomains, where f~ P = Us=l f~s and not {} 
all subdomains have intersections, and it leads to the construction of T1 as 
T1 ~- II~ T A ~ll} R I  -- . . . q- F~T m- l  .~p {p} • (s) 
The ASP must be used as right preconditioner in order to satisfy the relation in (6). The initial 
guess, x (°), which is a major factor of computational costs and convergence, needs to be selected to 
satisfy relation (5). As discussed in Section 2, the problem now is to solve the unknown quantities 
of the pressure and saturation at individual nodal points. For flows of reasonably slow flow rate, 
it is possible to consider the pressure distribution across the domain to be homogeneous. It is also 
possible to make use of these assumptions and the relation in (5) to obtain a good approximation. 
This wiU guarantee the norm of the iterative residual vector r (~) being converged to zero steadily 
and ensure B to be an efficient preconditioner. 
Since parallel processing was used in the implementation, the ILU preconditioner was used 
only within local processors. In essence, both pTAp and T1 were implemented by using the 
addit ive Schwarz method as described above. 
A comparison of the convergence behaviours of different Krylov subspace methods with ILU 
preconditioning of different filling-in levels for linear systems arising from partial differential 
equations can be found in [25], and the goal was to exploit the steadiness of convergence behaviour 
and the convergence rate of an algorithm for the solution of linear systems. These properties 
are summarised as follows. BiCGSTAB is one of the most effective algorithms; the convergence 
rate is faster than that of Orthomin and GMRES on many cases. However, BiCGSTAB shows 
an oscil latory convergence history while Orthomin and GMRES show monotonic convergence 
history. The convergence behaviour of GPBi-CG is more stable than that of BiCGSTAB, and 
the convergence rates of both algorithms are similar. 
In general, preconditioning takes an important role in a Krylov subspace method. A good 
preconditioner not only can save nmch computational time, but allows linear systems to converge 
smoothly. In other words, preconditioning improves the stabil ity of an algorithm. Numerical 
experiments are used to demonstrate the effect of preconditioning in terms of computational 
t ime and smooth convergence. 
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4.  NUMERICAL  EXPERIMENTS AND COMPARISON 
In this section, some numerical experiments are used to demonstrate the relative efficiency of 
various Krylov subspace methods with two preeonditioners. There are four check points in these 
numerical experiments. 
First,  the convergence behaviour of Orthomin, GMRES, BiCGSTAB, and GPBi -CG is exam- 
ined by applying these algorithms to the linear solver of the oil reservoir sinmlator [15] with 
the same preconditioner. Second, the effect of two different preconditioners on the same Krylov 
subspace method is examined by solving the same oil field problem. Third, in order to obtain 
an effective linear solver for the oil reservoir simulation, different Krylov subspaee methods with 
different preeonditioners are applied to solve the same given problem. Fourth, the effect of the 
number of CPU on the performance of the parallelised linear solver is examined. 
There are five different model test cases used in the numerical experiments. Test Case 1 is a 
standard black oil system, with an 80 x 60 x 2 grid system, 109 wells, and the marching history is 
8095 days. In this test case, there are 30 faults which give rise to 294 abnormal grid connections 
to form all the off-diagonal entries in the coefficient matrix A. Test Case 2 is a problem from the 
Society of Petroleum Engineers Solution Comparison Project on black oil simulators [26], with 
a 24 x 25 x 15 grid system, 26 wells, and the marching history is 900 days. Test Case 3 is a 
simulation problem from an oil field in China [27] with a 35 x 44 x 34 grid system, 36 wells, and 
the marching history is 4,962 days. Test Case 4 is a practical black oil simulation problem [12] 
with a 92 x 52 x 18 grid system, 15 rock types, and 51 wells, and a marching history of 16,436 
days. The phenomenon of crossflow occurs in this case, where fluid flow between layers through 
the wellpores, with a total of up to 1,552 grids being involved in the crossflow. Test Case 5 is 
a full-scale dual porosity miscible flooding problem with 159,900 active grids (130 x 123 x 10), 
377 wells, and the simulation history is 31.5 years. In this cause, there are five different rock types, 
and the numbers of datum regions and equilibrium regions are 10 and 1, respectively [15]. Note 
that Cases 1 and 2 are smaller size and standard type of problems as compared to the other 
practical problems from industry. 
The notation PRE-ILU refers to the combined preconditioner B, in which ILU decomposit ion 
is used to generate (pTAp) - I  and, consequently, T2. Similarly, PRE- ITER refers to the B which 
uses the GMRES algorithm to generate (pTAp)- I ,  and therefore get T> 
Algorithm:- Preconditioned (PRE- ITER) BiCGSTAB 
Input x(°); r (°) := f - Az(°); 
PRE- ITER:-  Solve Bv (°) = r (°) using GMRES for the construction of T,2; 
p(0) := 0; m := 0; 
For m = 1 ,2 , . . .  
BiCGSTAB to update x (m), r('~); 
PRE- ITER:-  Solve Bv (m) = r (m) using GMRES for T2; 
Update p('~) according to BiCGSTAB; 
End-For; 
End-Algor ithm 
Note that the BiCGSTAB in the above algorithm may be replaced by a Krylov subspace 
method and that the convergence criteria [12] used in the test cases are independent of the choice 
of Krylov subspace methods and preeonditioners. The outer Newton's iteration loop has the 
stopping criterion of IIr(~)ll ,) _< 10-711r(°)112. The inner iteration loop for the linearised system 
,(,z-l) (n) (n-D , 
returns to the Newton's loop when the criteria IIz~ '~) - z 1 Iloo -< q and 0c~, - a: k o~ _< e2, 
k = 1,2, are satisfied. Here zk, k = 1,2,3, are the unknowns as in (4), and q = 0.0005 and 
e2 = 0.00001 are default criteria provided by the software. 
For Orthomin and GMRES, the number of orthogonal vectors, m, is chosen to be 10 as default. 
Experiences how that m E [8, 12] with the combined preconditioner B gives the optimal results 
in most c~ses. In order to maintain the robustness of these algorithms, restarted GMRES(m),  
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restarted BiCGSTAB, and restarted GPBi-CG are considered. Restarted BiCGSTAB and GPBi- 
CG would avoid the behaviour of convergence stagnancy and divergence. 
Different numbers of maximum number of iterations are used for the various iterative methods 
in order to maintain the consistent convergence control condition, and are chosen to be 25, 80, 
720, and 720 for Orthomin, GMRES, BiCGSTAB, and GPBi-CG, respectively. 
Both m and the maximum number of inner iterations may be altered to investigate convergence 
and performance properties of the above Krylov methods with preconditioners. Many realistic 
experiments are tested, and the results show that those choices can save much overall CPU timing 
and reduce the frequency of nonconvergence phenomena. 
Tables 1-5 show the timings of sample runs of the five test cases using the methods and 
preconditoners as stated. The preconditioner PRE- ILU shows more favourable timings with the 
use of Orthomin and GMRES for Test Cases 1 and 2, as shown in Tables 1 and 2, while BiCGSTAB 
is becoming more attractive for Test Cases 3-5, as shown in Tables 3-5. Note that two CPUs were 
used to obtain the results as shown in Tables 1 and 2 because the test cases are relatively smaller 
to those in Tables 3-5. This suggests that Orthomin and GMRES are more suitable for well- 
defined and standard test problems of small sizes. BiCGSTAB with preconditioner PRE- ILU is 
suitable for larger industrial problems with many faults and wellpores as well as several different 
rock types, which all contribute to the slow convergence of the resulting linearised matrix. Table 5 
shows significant different imings between Orthomin and GMRES when PRE- ILU is used. The 
maximum number of inner iterations being used in the tests are 25 and 80 for Orthomin and 
GMRES, respectively. Therefore, for very complex problems with very slow convergence in the 
linearisation process, it is often easy to reach the preassigned maximum number of inner iterations. 
This has typically happened in Test Case 5. For less complex problems, where computational 
work involved in a linearisation process is much less, GMRES or Orthomin combined with PRE- 
ILU shows similar convergence behaviour except for Test C~e 5. 
Table 1. Parallel linear solver (two CPU) elapsed time cost (sec.) of Test Case 1. 
(Linux PC cluster, P-III 450Mhz, 100Mb Ethernet.) 
Orthomin GMRES BiCGSTAB GPBi-CG 
PRE-ILU 776.92 714.45 1017.76 989.09 
PRE-ITER 1135.21 621.98 67993.19 6852.05 
Table 2. Parallel linear solver (two CPU) elapsed time cost (sec.) of Test Case 2. 
(Linux PC cluster, P-III 450Mhz, 100Mb Ethernet.) 
Orthomin GMRES BiCGSTAB GPBi-CG 
PRE-ILU 98.59 94.04 107.42 109.37 
PRE-ITER 93.17 90.99 742.86 192.10 
Table 3. Parallel linear solver (four CPU) elapsed time cost (sec.) of Test Case 3. 
(Linux PC cluster, P-III 450 Mhz, 100 Mb Ethernet.) 
Orthomin GMRES BiCGSTAB GPBi-CG 
PRE-ILU 4355.71 4361.71  2556.65 3000.95 
PRE-ITER 4277.52 2121.57  3217.45 2508.25 
Table 4. Parallel linear solver (four CPU) elapsed time cost (sec.) of Test Case 4. 
(Linu× PC Cluster, P-III 450Mhz, 100Mb Ethernet.) 
Orthomin GMRES BiCGSTAB GPBi-CG 
PRE-ILU 10460.98 12988.04 8266.31 8231.44 
PRE-ITER 11330.64 9695.36 202024.92 56628.65 
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Table 5. Parallel linear solver (four CPU) elapsed time cost (see.) of Test Case 5. 
(Linux PC cluster, P-III 450 Mhz, 100 Mb Ethernet.) 
Orthomin GMRES BiCGSTAB GPBi-CG 
PRE-ILU 13606.87 29684.97 11811.6 10975.3 
PRE-ITER 15676.58 14287.70 - -  - -  
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By choosing the preconditioner PRE-ITER, it is observed that GMRES h~ the advantage of 
shorter computational time compare with the other algorithms while BiCGSTAB and GPBi-CG 
have lost their privilege. 
Iteration history and iteration statistics for Test Case 1 are shown in Figures 1 4. Numer- 
ous simulations, using different values of m, maximum numbers of inner iterations, and restart 
conditions, have been performed for Test Case 1. However, only a few of them were selected to 
be shown in these figures. The selection is to highlight possible different convergence histories 
during the simulations, which are denoted as Sire 1, 2, etc. in the figures. 
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Figure 1. Iteration history of Krylov methods with PRE-ILU preconditioning. 
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Figure 2. Iteration history of Krylov methods with PRE-ITER preconditioning. 
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Figure 3. Iteration statistics of Krylov methods with PRE-ILU preconditioning. 
Figure 1 shows the logarithmic plots of the iteration history of L~-norm of the residual vector 
series r ('~) for two Krylov subspace methods with the preconditioner PRE-ILU. The convergence 
rates for BiCGSTAB and for GPBi-CG are similar. Figure 2 shows the logarithmic plots of 
the iteration history of the L2-norm of the residual vector series r (m) for four Krylov subspace 
methods with the preconditoner PRE-ITER. Orthomin and GMRES descend smoothly in general, 
but in some computer sinmlations as depicted in Figure 2, convergence seems to be stagnated 
during the iterative process. 
Figures 3 and 4 show the iteration statistics, in which the number of linear systems being 
solved, as outer iteration progresses, is plotted against he corresponding logarithmic iteration 
counts. In the algorithms of BiCGSTAB and GPBi-CG, every iteration step includes two matrix 
multiplications, each of which forms the main part of the total computational cost. Thus, the 
total number of iteration steps serves to indicate the total computational costs of this algorithm. 
One can easily observe the huge amount of work required by the two preconditioners. From the 
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Figure 4, Iteration statistics of Kry|ov methods with PRE-ITER preconditioning. 
i teration statistics hown in Figure 3, BiCGSTAB and GPBi -CC show very little difference in the 
computat ional  costs when the preconditioner PRE-ILU is being used. From the iteration statistics 
shown in Figure 4, GPBi -CG shows more favourable computational costs than BiCGSTAB when 
the preconditioner PRE- ITER is used. As far as numerical solutions of the black oil model are 
concerned, GPBi -CG is more stable compared with BiCGSTAB. 
By using PRE- ITER as the preconditioner, Figure 4 shows that the number of linear system 
solves for both BiCGSTAB and Orthomin often exceeds their maximum inner iteration limits 
and have to be interrupted. By using the other preconditioner, such interruptions decrease 
dramatical ly. This can be observed as the horizontal clustering of data  in Figure 4. From 
Figures 3 and 4, it is possible to draw the conclusion that PRE-ILU is a better preconditioner 
than PRE- ITER in terms of computational costs. It is certainly true that PRE- ITER is far from 
the optimal preconditioner for BiCGSTAB or GPBi-CG, which can also be confirmed from the 
highly oscil latory convergence curves as shown in Figure 2. On the other hand, when PRE- ILU 
is used as a preconditioner for BiCGSTAB or GPBi-CG, the convergence rates for both methods 
are similar and their convergence shows monotonicity, as shown in Figure 1. 
According to the role of a "good" preconditioner as described in Section 3, PRE-ILU may be 
considered as a good preconditioner when it is used with BiCGSTAB or GPBi-CG, and PRE- 
ITER may be considered as a good preconditioner when it is used with GMRES. However, it is 
yet too early to draw a conclusion at this stage that PRE-ILU is better than PRE- ITER when 
each of then] is used with Orthomin. When the PRE- ITER is used with Orthomin, the choice 
of opt imal tuning parameters, i.e., the inner convergence criterion and the maximum number of 
inner iterations, is unclear to the authors for black oil model applications. For a large number 
of mesh points and complex physics, such as Test Case 5, theoretical optimal tuning parameters 
derived for mildly nonlinear problems are certainly not suitable. In the case for oil reservoir 
simulations, a large number of experiments i required in order to provide empiricM parameters. 
The authors believe that PRE- ITER with optimal tuning parameters i a good candidate for 
Or thomin  [28]. 
The parallel efficiency of a parallel code is largely determined by the ratio of local computat ions 
over interprocessor communications. In general, the parallel efficiency improves as more grid cells 
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are used in each processor so that the communication cost can be donfinated by a large amount 
of computat ions and the parallel efficiency degrades as the number of grid cells associated with 
a processor decreases. Test Cases 4 and 5 are good candidates to demonstrate this general rule 
because of the intense computation involved. Table 6 shows the parallel inear solver statistics 
of Test Case 4, and Table 7 shows the statistics of Test Case 5. As shown in Tables 6 and 7, 
when the number of CPUs increases from two to four, the elapsed time for the solver is ahnost 
halved. When the number of CPUs increases from four to eight, the elapsed time for the solver 
is reduced to just over one half of the former CPU numbers. Scalabil ity is being observed for a 
given problem size from two processors to eight processors. For Test Case 4, it is also observed 
that the ratio of communication to computation increases to beyond one third. The authors 
helieve that such a ratio is large enough to degrade the total computational costs as the number 
of grid sizes further decreases. The authors have performed many tests using Test Cases 1 and 2, 
and in each test, the cost of communication exceeds one third of the cost of local computation 
when the number of CPUs exceeds four. 
Table 6. Parallel linear solver (GPBi-CG with PRE-ILU) statistics of Test Case 4. 
(Linux PC cluster, P-III 450 Mhz, 100 Mb Ethernet.) 
Two CPUs Four CPUs Eight CPUs 
Solver Elapsed Time (sec.) 15733.80 8231.44 4745.32 
Solver Communication Cost 1265.76 1407.03 2123.73 
Communication/Computation 0.08045 0.17093 0.44754 
Table 7. Parallel linear solver (GMRES with PRE-ITER) statistics of Test Case 5. 
(Linux PC cluster, P-III 450Mhz 100 Mb Ethernet.) 
Two CPUs Four CPUs Eight CPUs 
Solver Elapsed Time (see.) 28421.3 14287.7 8277.1 
Solver Communication Cost 1097.9 1579.2 2284.0 
Communication/computation 0.03863 0.11053 0.27594 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
In general, GMRES and Orthomin with a proper preconditioning such as PRE- ITER are 
effective and efficient methods for the solution of the linearised system in the black oil model 
with an unclear number of faults and geological properties. However, BiCGSTAB and GPBi -CG 
with the preconditioning PRE- ILU become more effective for a large class of problems in oil field 
simulation. 
For smaller size problems of more standard type of simulation, such as Test Case 1, either 
Orthomin or GMRES with PRE-ILU is a good candidate. For increasing size problems of very 
complex nature with many geological properties, such as those in Test Cases 4 and 5, either 
BiCGSTAB or GPBi -CG with PRE-ILU is a good candidate. 
The convergence rates of GPBi-CG and BiCGSTAB are sinfilar. The convergence behaviour of 
GMRES and Orthomin is smooth, while the convergence behaviour of GPBi -CG and BiCGSTAB 
is oscillatory. 
The parallel efficiency of a parallel code is largely determined by the ratio of local computations 
over interprocessor communications. The best parallel efficiency is achieved with large numbers 
of grid cells, where the communication cost can be dominated by a large amount of computations, 
and the parallel efficiency degrades as the number of grid cells decreases. 
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